Dialogism in translation has attracted the attention of scholars in the past few years either in the form of articles (Peeters 2016; Peeters and Sanz Gallego 2020), or panels in international conferences, such as ‘Translating the Uncle Charles Principle’ in last year’s edition of the International James Joyce Conference in Trieste. Yet, far less attention has been devoted to Joycean intertextuality in translation, and therefore the present panel aims at exploring the translation of this less researched facet of dialogism in translation – but no less interesting from the perspectives of both Joyce Studies and Translation Studies.

Intertextuality was initially defined by Kristeva after her reading of Bakhtin’s dialogic paradigm, as “a mosaic of quotations, an absorption and transformation of another text” (Kristeva 1969, 85). The evolution of the concept has paved the path to today’s understanding of intertextuality in a broader sense, not only restricted to references from or to other texts in a specific work, but also as any type of manifestation, imitation, derivation, parody, or any influence in general of other authors within the new text, such as in Genette’s concepts of palimpsest or hypertext (Genette 1982), or in O’Neill’s “metatextuality”, i.e. “the entire corpus of Joyce translations [...] as a single and coherent object of study” (2005, 3) in which the original functions as a “prototext” (2005, 7) for all the translations that constitute a “macrotext” (2005, 9).

As a result, innovative research methodologies have been incorporated to the study of intertextuality, such as those in Scarlett Baron’s work on Joyce, Flaubert, and intertextuality (Baron 2012). Although intertextuality constitutes a major challenge for translators, the abovementioned methodologies have broadly been applied within the discipline of Literary Studies, but remain underexplored in Translation Studies. We refer in particular to what Baron classifies as structural and technical parallels (such as cinematographic writing or epiphanic endings in Joyce and Flaubert), echoes in characterization, plot, and theme, or even coinciding views of different authors regarding specific concepts (Baron 2012).

In this panel we intend to develop a framework to reflect on how intertextuality in this broad sense is rendered in translations. Therefore we would like to invite scholars from both Translation Studies and Joyce Studies, as well as translators to present cases on the translation of intertextuality. We would like to focus both on cases that consider specific translations of intertextual references present in Joyce’s work, and in Ulysses in particular, but also on the presence of Joyce’s work as an intertext in work by contemporary authors influenced by Joyce. Possible research topics may revolve around, but should by no means limited to:
The translation of intertextual references in Joyce’s *Ulysses*

- The translation of intertextual references to Joyce’s work in contemporary literature of any language other than English
- Intertextuality in retranslations of *Ulysses*, as opposed to first or early translations
- Translation strategies and procedures used to render *Ulysses’* intertextuality in all its forms
- Possible methodologies to identify intertextual references and allusions, and to assess the way in which they were translated
- The conceptualization of intertextuality in relationship to translation, or of translation in relationship to intertextuality
- Multilingual intertextuality in translation
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